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• Woodburning Specialists focus on factory-built fireplaces, woodstoves, 
and chimneys. 

• Pellet Specialists are proficient in pellet stoves, fireplace inserts, and 
venting. 

Hearth professionals who hold all three NFI certifications are now recognized as 
Master Hearth Professionals earning the added respect from consumers, colleagues, 
contractors, and building officials for meeting the challenge of attaining all three 
certifications.  NFI posts notification on each Master Hearth Professional’s website 
listing and adds the MHP designation to their NFI ID card. 
 “NFI Certification indicates professional commitment and training,” adds Kalish. 
“An NFI Certified Specialist pays proper attention to safety and performance when 
installing a fireplace or hearth appliance and venting system.” 

Manufacturers of hearth products are rapidly joining the effort to emphasize and 
ensure the precision and safety of fireplace and hearth products installation. Twenty-eight 
industry-leading companies have become official NFI Advocates, adhering to guidelines 
promoting product service and installation from certified hearth specialists.  

“As more and more manufacturers support NFI, an industry-wide standardization 
of superior and safe hearth practices is inevitable,” said Kalish. 

NFI certification developed five years ago under the auspices of the HPBEF, is a 
respected program developed and conducted in accordance with national testing 
standards for technical occupations. For over 20 years, the HPBEF, an independent 
nonprofit organization, has served the public interest by promoting safety, understanding 
and responsibility in all facets of the residential fireside. 
 Since many manufacturers recognize the high standards set forth by NFI and 
encourage their products be installed and serviced by an NFI Certified Professional, 
consumers are wise to find the specialist closest to them by visiting www.nficertified.org 
or calling (703) 524-8030. 
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